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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

As a client of Chancellors Pty, I have known Aaron Paul James Fitchett since shortly after he joined the firm
in October 1996. My first and lasting impression of Aaron was his quiet professional approach and his
understated competence for someone so young.

Within a year of that first encounter and at my request, he became my primary contact at Chancellors. For the
first time in over a decade of being a client, Iwas dealing with someone whose name was not Chancellor and
feeling very comfortable with the situation. This arrangement has continued to date except for a short period
in 2002.

I have no training or experience in bookkeeping, accounting or computers but for the past twenty years in
semi-retirement I have attempted to run a small investment business on which my wife and I rely for our
living. And this is where it has been so great having Aaron as my accountant.

Within the first twelve months he had convinced me to purchase a computer, learn the basics and computerise
my accounts. His pleasant, patient and even tempered approach was the major contributing factor to my
becoming relatively computer literate and indeed computerising my accounts. His computer skills range from
the design, building and commissioning a complete system for Chancellors to helping people with a low skill
base like me to effectively keep a set of books using Quicken.

Aaron has an ability to listen and hear and equally importantly he has the ability and patience to explain quite
complex accounting and taxation matters in layman's terms - a skill rarely found in a person of such brilliant
mind.

During the fourteen years Aaron has been responsible for our work, in addition to the various annual taxation
and other statutory returns, he has organised our wills and estate planning, set up two new companies and an
additional trust, set up a self managed superannuation fund and most recently investigated the latest Australian
Taxation Office ruling on Division 7a and reviewed our expected resultant taxation outcomes. The quality of
his advice has always been of a very high standard.

The maturity and balance Aaron displays in arriving at his judgments and considering his advices seem far
beyond his years and again is a seldom seen characteristic in someone of his high levels of intelligence and
intellect. Most importantly, I have found him to be a person of the highest integrity at all times.

He will be sorely missed at Chancellors, by his clients and most of all by me because I have come to rely so
heavily on his help and advice. His successor will have very large shoes to fill and much to live up to.

Albeit with mixed feelings I am totally confident in recommending Aaron for any endeavour which falls
within his wide field of expertise and which he feels capable of undertaking.

Yours faithfull y

Jeffrey Priddle ~
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